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Equities: Stocks in the US have pulled back by circa 7% from their
December-peak, and by just over 6% in Europe. While the more hawkish-
sounding Fed and ECB may have kicked off this move last week, we
believe it is also down to the fact that investors are beginning to price in
the rising probability of an earnings recession in H1 2023.
Equity risk premiums in the States have risen over the last week as
stocks sold off and Treasuries remained fairly flat. The next area of major
support on the S&P 500 could well be the 200-week moving average,
which would likely be around 3,700 if reached early next year. The VIX is
picking up slightly this week, but is still relatively subdued at $23.30.

Currencies: The Japanese Yen is about 3.5% stronger versus both the
Euro and Dollar on Tuesday morning, EUR/JPY trading down to 140.45
and USD/JPY to 132.00. However, the Yen has still lost significant ground
against other major currencies so far this year, mostly due to the
widening gap between local and foreign interest rates. Continued rises
in inflation could pressure the BOJ into eventually tightening, which
would of course further support the Yen.

Safe-havens: Japanese bond yields jumped overnight as the BOJ widened its
yield curve control targets. The region's 10yr is currently yielding just under
0.40% this morning - its highest point in over 7 years.
Elsewhere, yields rose by between about 5bp and 8bp on the main US and
Eurozone markets. US Treasuries have been broadly flat over the past 3 to 4
weeks, while German yields have noticeably drifted higher in the wake of the
ECB release. Spreads between the two countries' bonds are at two-year lows.
Turning to commodities, gold remains around the $1,815 resistance point for
the fourth consecutive week. The precious metal has benefited from a weaker
dollar in November and December but may well remain rangebound for the
rest of the year.

Looking ahead: This morning we heard from the Bank of Japan, and also saw
the release of a weaker German PPI for November (28.2% y/y vs previous
34.5%). Nike, BHP Group, and FedEx are each due to issue trading updates
later today, and during the afternoon we will also get November Eurozone
Consumer Confidence results. 
Wednesday and Thursday will be fairly muted in terms of important economic
data points, on Friday the US Core PCE inflation figure will be released. 

Tuesday, 20th of December

In the early hours of Tuesday morning the BOJ opted to leave rates in
Japan unchanged at -0.10%, as was widely expected by market
participants. Rates have been negative in the region since 2016. 
The central bank did however surprise markets by tweaking its bond
yield controls, which will now allow longer-term rates to rise more.
Investors had not been expecting any change to the yield curve control
(YCC) measures until Governor Kuroda steps down in April of next year.
Japan's 10yr bond yield will now be allowed to move 50 basis points
either side of its 0% target, up from the previous 25bp band. 
The BOJ did also state it will sharply increase bond buying, a sign that
the YCC decision was a fine-tuning of existing ultra-loose monetary
policy rather than a withdrawal of stimulus. "Today's step is aimed at
improving market functions, thereby helping enhance the effect of our
monetary easing. It is therefore not an interest rate hike" Kuroda said in
his press conference, "This change will enhance the sustainability of our
monetary policy framework. It's absolutely not a review that will lead to
an abandonment of YCC or an exit from easy policy".
The BOJ maintained its 2% inflation target, even as consumer prices
rose by 3.7% y/y in October.

Bank of Japan

Business confidence is continuing to fall in Ireland, according to a recent
survey by the Institute of Directors. The institute's fourth quarter 2022
Director Sentiment Monitor found that 54% of directors were optimistic
about an improvement next year, however this is down from the 77%
seen at the same time in late-2021. 
The survey also found that just 15% of respondents were more
optimistic on the domestic economy than they were three months prior,
with over 40% stating their more pessimistic sentiment. While inflation
was cited as the largest risk going forward (by 15% of those surveyed),
the sourcing and retention of labour was the biggest problem at
present, facing 13% of directors.
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21/12/2022 - Canadian CPI
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23/12/2022 - US Core PCE


